
Translation of poem Sheng Zha Zi (literal and decoded meanings) 

生查子 （Sheng Zha Zi） 

(1)清明烟雨浓，上巳莺花好。(2)游旅渐凋零，追忆成烦恼。 

(3)当年拾翠时，共说春光好。(4)六副画罗裙，拂遍江南草。 

 

As I mentioned in the beginning of the formal paper, I could not find one piece 

of translation of BiCheng Lü’s work: either from archaic Chinese to modern 

writing, or from Chinese to English. This is due to May Fourth Movement in 

China: before 1919, no one used modern form of writing.  

In the translation of the poem, may I include two translations: one from archaic 

to literal meaning; the other from literal meaning to a more idiomatic translation. 

Additionally, I appended some notes to specific phrases in the lines for 

understanding. 

There have been two major problems in the translation. Firstly, Chinese writing 

does not distinguish between the tenses of verbs. That is to say, the time is 

not clear in the poem. But we can determine it is a past or present event from 

the general context. 

Secondly, sometimes a sentence does not include a subject. While this is a rather 

easier issue to address, for we can infer the verb’s agent from the meaning of 

the sentence. 

For example, in the third line, the most direct translation is ‘Back to that 

year, when picking up the green, together said the spring’s view is good.’ The 

word ‘together’ indicates the speaker was conducting an event with another 

person. Thus, they were also ‘picking up the green’ together. 

 

 

1. Literal translation: QingMing Day’s ① smoke and rain are dense, ShangSi 

Day’s ② birds and flowers ③ are nice ④. 

Decoded translation: I appreciated/ am appreciating/ have appreciated the 

dense fog and dewdrops on QingMing Festival and the scenic spring’s view on 

ShangSi Festival. 

Reference:  

① A festival to mourn the dead, at which it is believed to rain. The 

intriguing fact is that it oddly always rains.  

② March 3
rd
, a day to make a ceremonial call to the ancestors and wash dirt 

from people’s minds and bodies. 

③  Combined ‘birds and flowers’ can refer to spring’s day metaphorically. 

④  The literal meaning of the word “好” is nice/good- the word itself is 

basic. From my own learning of all the archaic poems and articles in the 

past 17 years, this word can suggest a feeling of strong acclaim in 

numerous situations. However, this is not a scholarly acknowledged 

interpretation but from my own empirical learning of archaic Chinese.  

 

 



2. Literal translation: Tourists and travelers are gradually leaving, and 

recalling ① has been an upset. 

Decoded translation: With the traveller’s departure, my retrospection 

become/ is becoming/ has become a vexation. 

Reference: 

① In this line there is no subject, starting with the verb ‘recall’. This 

phenomenon is common in Chinese’s writing: we do not necessarily need a 

subject and a verb to form a sentence; sometimes, we just need a verb and 

object to describe what is happening. But the meaning here is clear. 

 

 

3. Literal translation: Back to that year, when ① picking up the green ②, 

together③said the spring’s view is good④.  

Decoded meaning: Years ago, I plucked the ‘green’ with my lover, and we 

eulogized the splendor of spring together.  

Reference: 

① Lack of subject again, but it refers clearly to the speaker. 

② ‘Green’ indicates willow branches, always symbolizing a tied 

relationship/past love.  

③ Lack of subject again, but it refers to the speaker and her lover. 

④ “好”is employed again, which means good. As I mentioned before, this 

is a powerful description from my experience of learning. 

 

 

4. Literal meaning: Six paintings of silk dresses ① sweep over the grass in 

Jiang Nan ②.  

Decoded meaning: Presented silk dresses weep through Jiang Nan.  

Reference: 

① “画罗裙”：Paint (verb) silk dresses. “六副”：six paintings of …  

Strictly speaking, the most direct translation is ‘Six paintings (noun) 

of paint (verb, not the adjective ‘painted’) silk dresses’. I supposed 

it would not make sense for foreigners because of the awkwardly combined 

phrases. 

② Jiang Nan, generally acknowledged as the most scenic city in China.  

 

 

Reference in the paper 

1.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qingming_Festival#In_literature 

2. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jiangnan 

 

 


